
Sewing Tips: Tricks Of The Trim

Description

Lace, elastic, crocheted edging, rick rack, fringe, braids, cords, and piping.
There’s so many amazing kinds of trim that always grab my attention at
stores, and I buy many of them without even having a project in mind.

“œOne day soon I’ll find a use for you!” I whisper as I purchase a random
assortment of adorable trims and notions.

But I know I’m not the only one who can’t help themselves when it comes to
buying trim – let’s take a look at the different variations that always seem to
snag us.

Lace:

My real kryptonite is lace. There are so many different flavors of lace and
they can all be used in a variety of different ways, each giving a unique feel
to the project. The main versions of lace include:

Crocheted Lace:

A lace constructed with fine yarn, crocheted into a lovely design for use with
your project. Most commonly used for doilies or antique-style projects.
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Eyelet Lace:

A lace made from thin cotton fabric, with sewn edges and/or embroidered
designs. Widths range from ‘¼” to 5 or more. Very versatile – most
commonly used on clothing.

Nylon Lace:

A lace made from synthetic materials, best used for home dÃ©cor due to its
scratchy texture. Be very careful when you iron this lace, because it can
warp or melt in the heat.

While there’s an incredibly large variety of lace that has its own subcategory,
these are the most commonly used in projects around the globe.

I could easily make this post entirely about different kinds of lace (I’m sorry, I
just love it so much), but there are way too many awesome trims to keep it to
just one.

Fringe:

It’s not a cat toy; it’s a lovely trim that’s most commonly used on upholstery
and lampshades. It’s a great vintage item that is starting to come back on the
scene, and is great to spruce up any home dÃ©cor project. It’s usually seen
in the wild as a woven edge with hanging strings, cords, or braids.

Braids and Cords:

Woven strings that add an elegant touch to any project, large or small. I love
adding braids to my skirt hems to give it a more interesting look, and
decorative cords are fabulous for drawstrings, bows, tank tops, dresses, and
much more.

Elastic:
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It’s not just to go in your waistband anymore. Elastic is starting to come in all
shapes and sizes, including stretchy lace, dyed bands (okay, this is for your
waistband), elastic with adorable pompom trim attached, and a lot more. It
comes in a large assortment of colors and can be used with almost any
project. Need some elastic to make that plastic bag holder, but want to add a
cute touch? Use a little bit of decorative elastic trim on the hem.

Piping:

A very underrated trim, piping is a cord hidden in bias tape that is used
between seams to create a more interesting piece. My preferred use is to
have a contrasting color of piping, but any usage works. It’s excellent for just
about everything even though it’s most commonly seen on upholstery and
pillows. Try using it in clothing to provide a more unique look.

Tips and tricks on using trims:

Most lace is sold pre-gathered, with a small strip of bias tape along the top.’ 
Do you know that you can remove that bias tape in two easy steps?

Step 1. On the right side of the bias tape, there is a nice straight stitch. On
the wrong side of the bias tape, there is a very loosely woven stitch. Cut the
loose stitch.

Step 2. Pull out one thread at a time. There is one thread that runs the entire
length of the bias tape, and will easily release the bias tape from the lace.

This will allow you to gather the lace by hand.

Before removing the bias tape, you could also pin the lace to the fabric, and
use a stitch method similar to stitch-in-the-ditch to sew a straight stitch close
to the bias tape. This will sew only the lace to the fabric. Then you can
remove the bias tape from the lace using the steps above. Finally you can
have easily sewn in lace without all the bulk.
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This next tip is for any trim: Have you ever heard of Wonder Tape?

It’s an amazing little tape-based, water-soluble glue that temporarily holds
your trim while you sew. Once you’ve finished sewing, washing your project
(or spraying with some water) will remove the Wonder Tape.

It’s perfect for sewing trim into place, especially around angles or curves, to
keep the fabric from puckering or slipping out of place. Especially for those
projects where pins just get in the way. Give it a shot the next time you’re
sewing piping onto a heart-shaped pocket for your project!

Have any tips or tricks about sewing with trim? What’s your favorite trim to
use? Let us know in the comments below!
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